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RESOLUTION

LAGOS,

For the Court's consideration are the separate, yet identically titled,
Motion to Dismiss [with Prayer to Hold in Abeyance the Issuance of a
Warrant of Arrest], fiXed by four (4), namely: Luis R. Villafuerte, Sr.,*
Mario T. Alicaway,^ Jennifer B. Uy^ and Leticia L. Aliorde,"* out of the
seven (7) accused in this case, and the prosecution's Consolidated Comment
and/or Opposition^ thereto.

The Information in this case was filed with the Sandiganbayan on
April 27, 2018, and the same docketed and raffled to this Court on May 4,
2018. On May 7, 2018, a warrant of arrest was ordered issued against all the

^ Records, Vol. 1, pp. 290-815, inclusive of attachments.
^/cf.. Vol. 2, pp. 17-27
^ Id., pp. 28-42
Id., pp. 43-55

^ Id., pp. 108-124. In its Consolidated Comment and/or Opposition, the prosecution asked the Court to
admit and be allowed to file a consolidated comment on the Motion to Dismiss separately filed by
accused Villafuerte, Aliorde Alicaway and Uy. To note, the Court at the hearing on May 25,2018 (Record,
p. 66) sua sponte suggested to the prosecution that it might want consider filing a consolidated comment
to the four (4) accused's motions to dismiss.
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accused, including herein movants. Villafuerte soon posted cash bail bond
for his provisional liberty on May 10, 2018, followed by the other herein
accused-movants, Alicaway, Uy and Aliorde, on June 6, 2018. Thus, each
movant's collateral prayer to hold in abeyance the issuance of a warrant of
arrest is now moot.

As summed up in the Resolution dated March 29, 2017 by Graft
Investigation and Prosecution Officer (GIPG) 11 Joyrich M. Golangco of the
Special Panel on Fertilizer Fund Scam, Office of the Ombudsman as a result
of her preliminary investigation:' "This case stemmed fi-om the
implementation of the Farm Inputs and Farm Implements Program (FDFIP)
of the DA [Department of Agriculture] in Camarines Sur in 2004 where the
DA RFU [Regional Field Unit] V transferred the aggregate amount of
PhP5,000,000.00 to the Provincial Government of Camarines Sur on 16
April 2004 and 7 May 2004, respectively, pursuant to a Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) dated 1 April 2004."' The said Resolution was approved
by Ombudsman Conchita Carpio Morales on May 16,2017.

The 0MB preliminary investigation, docketed as OMB-C-C-0794-L
was precipitated by a 24-page Complaint* dated May 31, 2011, filed by
Associate Graft Investigation Officer III Corinne Joie M. Garillo, as nominal
complainant, on behalf of the OMB's Field Investigation Office-Task Force
Abono. With succinct details, the Complaint pertinently provides in part:

This complaint is anchored on the following set of facts and
circumstances from the documents gathered bv the "Task Force
Abono": (underscoring supplied)

1. On 03 February 2004, the Department of Budget and
Management (DBM) issued Special Allotment Release Order
(SARO) No. E-04-00164 amounting to P728 Million with
corresponding Notice of Cash Allocation (NCA) No. 222447-1
amounting to P291,200,000.00 (40% of the P728 Million
which specifically provided for the implementation of the Farm
Inputs and Farm Implements Program of the Department of
Agriculture (DA).

2. The DA transferred Php728 million to its Regional Field Units
(RFUs) ̂ ough the issuance of Advice of Sub-Allotment
(ASA) with the corresponding Notice to Transfer Allocation
(NTA) for the implementation of the program.
Php5,000,000.00 was deducted from Php728 million by DBM
for realignment to a farm-to-market road project as requested
by Representative Juan Miguel Zubiri (3'^ Distict Bukidnon)
^d was transferred to the DPWH for implementation!
Consequently, a total of P723 million was released for the
program.

® Records, Vol. 1, p. 289
^ Id., Vol. 1, pp. 9-23 Resolution; citations omitted.
fl

Id., Vol. 1, pp. 34-58
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3. From the Regional Field Units (RFUs), the funds were
transferred or disbursed either to Local Government Units
(LGUs), Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and/or
People's Organizations (POs) as requested and identified by
the proponents. The term "proponents" means public officials
who were congressmen, govemors or mayors who previously
identified the beneficiaries of the fund and the suppliers from
whom the farm inputs and equipments should be purchases.
The DA-RFUs entered into a Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) with the LGUs and/or NGOs or POs in collabotation
with the proponents.

4. The Bicol Region (Region V) received a total amount of Php58
Million actual allocation. Out of the Php58 Million ^d
Transfer, Php5 Million was given to the Province of Camarines
Sur under respondent Villafuerte.

XXX

XXX

10. The DA-RFU 5 transferred a total of Php5,000,000.00 to the
Provincial Government of Camarines Sur. This fund was used
and expended by the latter for the purchase of 7,142 bottles of
Hexaplus Liquid Fertilizer (11-7-11) from Hexaphil at
Php700.00 per bottle. Pertinent documents relevant to this
transaction are documented...[Table 2 showing the
Purchase Request (PR), Purchase Order (PO) Disbursement
Voucher (DV), Journal Entry Voucher (JEV), Sales Invoice
(SI) Checks, Official Receipt (OR) Delivery Receipt (DR) and
Acceptance and Inspection Report are omitted for brevity.]^

11. The above indicated Table showed that the Purchase Request,
Purchase Order, Sales Invoice, Delivery Receipt, and
Acceptance and Inspection Report, were all made on 23 April
2004. Also, the Delivery Receipt was dated 23 April 2004, but
the date when a certain Mr. Rodel O. Zagion received the
7,142 bottles of Hexaplus was on 14 April 2004.

12. Likewise, the brand name of Hexaplus Liquid Fertilizer was
clearly specified in the Purchase Request.

13. No BAC [Bids and Awards Committee] Resolution was made
as well as bidding documents such as, but not limited to,
Invitation to Bid and Proof of Posting are included in the
Liquidation Report obtained from the CO A.

XXX

XXX

18. Per documents from the COA-Camarines Sur, the following
information of Hexaphil were established, to wit:

® Records, Vol. 1, pp. 34-40

/
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g. Records from the FPA [Fertilizer and Pesticide
Authority reveal that Hexaphil was given a License to
Operate (LTO) as Manufacturer/Distributor on 20 February
1995, but the same expired on 31 December 1995 without
being renewed;

h. Likewise, Hexaplus Liquid Fertilizer (11-7-11) was
provisionally registered on 21 February 1995 but it also
expired on 24 April 1995 without being renewed (Annexes
«H" to "HH-1");

i. Based on the records of the Fertilizer Regulatory
Services Division (FRSD), the license for year 2004
that Hexaphil submitted as proof of eligibility was
falsified. The Chief of the FRSD confirmed that the
assigned FPA Control Number belongs to another
company and the signatory Mr. Francisco C.
Comejo had already retired in 1996 (Annex "II");

j. In addition, on 9 September 2003, the registration of
Hexaphil was revoked by SEC for their failure to
comply in filing its required reports (Annex "JJ");

XXX

19. In the Audit Observation Memorandum (AOM) No. 2006-
004-2004 (Annexes "QQ" to "QQ-1") dated 10 February
2006, Ms. Maura S. Ruy, the State Auditor IV of CCA Cluster
Ill-Local Government Sector states that:

a. The Procurement of Hexaplus (11-7-11) Liquid
Fertilizer from Hexaphil amounting to Php5,000,000.00
was made in 2004, and the mode of procurement was
not in accordance with RA 9184, othemise known as
Government Procurement Reform Act.

b. In addition, the Provincial Government of Camarines
Sur had erroneously resorted to the alternative mode of
procurement known as Direct Contracting.

c. Lastly, the principles that govern government
procurement such as competitiveness and transparency
were not observed in this transaction.

XXX

22. Documents from the FPA [Fertilizer and Pesticide Authority]
showed that based on the Average Prices of Fertilizers and
Pesticides (National Average) for the CY 2004, the retail price
of the liquid fertilizers having the same chemical contents
with Hexaplus Liquid Fertilizer ranges only from Php 130.00
to Php420 per liter (Annexes "XT" to "TT-1").
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With the OMB's Task Force Abono-FIO Complaint at hand, Mary
Antonette P. Yalao, Director-?ARBA/^ice-Chairman, Special Panel on Task
Force Abono Cases, issued an Order dated 4 January 2012 to herein
accused-movants, as respondents, in the following tenor:

As the complaint dated 31 May 2011 and its supporting
documents are sufficient in form and substance, the respondents are
hereby directed to file within the period of ten (10) days from receipt
hereof, their counter-affidavit and affidavit of their witness or witnesses, if
any, duly subscribed and sworn to before a notary public or any authorized
officer, and such other controverting evidence, copy fimiished the
complainant, (emphasis supplied) xxx

XXX

Complainant may file a reply-affidavit within ten (10) days from
receipt of the counter-affidavit of the respondents, also attaching therein
proof of service upon the respondent, xxx

The presence of the parties may be dispensed with unless required
for clarificatory questioning whenever the appearance is practicable.

Failure of the respondents to file any counter-affidavit and/or to
submit the requirements of this Office shall be construed as waiver of the
right to adduce evidence on his behalf. Likewise, failure of the
complainant to submit a reply shall be construed as waiver of the right to
present rebuttal evidence. Consequently, the instant case shall be deemed
submitted for resolution on the basis of the evidence, without further
notice.

xxx

Accused Villafuerte, Aliorde, and Uy, each filed their counter-
affidavits on May 14, 2012,^® followed by Alicaway on July 12, 2013.^^ The
other co-accused. Hector M. Sales, filed his counter-affidavit on August 5,
2013.^^ It appears from the records that on September 17, 2012, accused
Villafuerte filed his Position Paper in the preliminary investigation pursuant
to the Order of the Overall Deputy Ombudsman dated August 13, 2012.^^ In
his Position Paper, accused Villafuerte asserted that, "In a Manifestation
dated September 13, 2012, a copy of which is hereto attached as Annex 'B'
for ready reference. Task Force Abono Field Investigation Office as
Complainant merely adopted its COMPLAINT dated May 31, 2011
including the annexes attached thereto AS ITS POSITION PAPER."^"^
(Emphasis in the original.)

Records, Vol. 1, pp, 162, 240, and 244, respectively,
"/flf., p. 248
" Id., p. 253
" See Records, Vol. 1, p. 440, Annex 4-Motion to Dismiss
" Records, Vol. 1, p. 443; emphasis in the original.
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The dispositive portion of GIPO II Golangco's 15-page Resolution
reads in part:

WHEREFORE, finding probable cause, respondents Hector M.
Sales, Luis R. Villafuerte. Leticia L. Aliorde. Mario T. Alicawav. Jennifer
B. Uv. Alex Rivera, Victoria R. Alejero are INDICTED for violation of
Section 3 (e) of R.A. No. 3019, as amended. Let an Information against
them be filed before the Sandiganbayan.^^

XXX

SO ORDERED.

Accused-movants filed separate motions for reponsideration, but the
same were denied by GIPO III Maria Vida G. Hechanova on December 1,
2017.*^ The denial was affirmed or approved by Ombudsman Morales on
March 6, 2018 and, subsequently, the corresponding Information in this case
was filed with the Sandiganbayan on April 27,2018.

According to Villafuerte, acting for himself {pro se) and through
counsel, "[c]onsidering the facts and circumstances of this case, the
following provide compelling reasons and indisputable bases to warrant the
dismissal of this case...to wit: 1. That in the proceedings of this case in the
Office of the Ombudsman there has been gross and blatant violation of the
constitutional right of the herein Accused Villafuerte, Sr. to a speedy
disposition of this case[;] 2. That inordinate delay in the disposition of this
case by the Office of the Ombudsman has also caused a gross violation of
the constitutional guarantee of due process in the conduct of proceedings[;
and] 3. That the inordinate delay caused by the Office of the Ombudsman in
the proceedings of this case were capricious, vexatious and oppressive,
xxx"^^ (Emphasis omitted.) To note, however, the accused's incessant claim
that the findings of the Ombudsman on the alleged violation of Sec. 3 (e),
R.A. 3019 "has no underlying factual and legal basis," bids the Court to
dwell on the merits of the case without the benefit of trial and is hereby
deemed beyond the pale of the present incident in this case.

The same "inordinate delay" is echoed in the separate motions to
dismiss of Alicaway, Uy, and Aliorde. Accused Alicaway, pro sc, maintains
that "[t]he length of time this case dragged on from the fact finding
investigation in June 2016 and until the raffling of this case to the
Sandiganbayan on May 4, 2018 took more than a decade. The period of
inordinate delay of almost twelve (12) years or more precisely eleven (11)
years and ten (10) months, IS A VERY GLARING VIOLATION OF THE
CONSTITUTIONALLY GUARANTEED RIGHT OF EVERY ACCUSED

p. 20, Information; narries of accused-movants are underscored for emphasis,
"/cf., p. 25
" Id, Vol., 1, Motion to Dismiss, p. 291

Id., see par. 5, et seq., p. 292
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TO A SPEEDY DISPOSITION OF CASE. The delay has been tantamount
to vexatious act injurious and prejudicial to the right of the accused. This
inordinate delay is what is abhorred by our Organic Law, which accords an
ordinary accused-litigant protection against the vast resources of the
government. Hence, the time element above-cited as proffered by the
accused, warrants the outright dismissal of the case."'^ Explicitly, he also
"adopts the entire grounds and legal citations and jurisprudence cited by his
co-accused Luis R. Villafuerte in his Motion to Dismiss since [they] have
the same facts and circumstances attendant to the case."^®

Accused Jennifer Uy, through counsel, likewise adopts in toto the
grounds for dismissal adduced by co-accused Luis R. Villafuerte as they are
according to her of "equal application" to her.^^ She maintains based on her
own computation that "the inordinate delay in this case totaled eleven
(11) years and more than ten (10) months reckoned from June 2006 to
May 4, 2018."^^ According to her, June 2006 marked the start of the fact-
finding investigation in this case, and May 4, 2018 time when the case was
raffled to this Court. Furthermore, the "undue delay in this case has become
capricious because there was no justifiable reason given by the Ombudsman
on the reasons for the delay. The delay was vexatious because the long years
of waiting before this case was transmitted to the Sandiganbayan was very
taxing, and caused a lot of distress, anxiety and embarrassment....";^^ that
"because of the long drawn out delay in the disposition of this case, grave
and serious prejudice was caused to herein accused;"^"^ The bottom line in
the eyes of accused Uy is "the FOUR FACTORS of the Balancing Test exist
in the instant case: (1) On the length of delay - it covers a very long stretch
of years or more than a decade; (2) There was no justifiable reasons for the
delay, the intervening delays in all the phases of the proceedings herein were
all attributable to the fault, lapses, and inaction of the Ombudsman; (3) The
accused asserted her constitutional right to a speedy disposition of this case
from the onset and repeated thereafter; [and] (4) The prejudice to herein
Accused has been grave and serious."^^ The "Balancing Test" and the
' FOUR FACTORS" adverted to by accused Uy refers to the doctrinal rule
that in the determination of whether the accused's right to speedy disposition
of cases has been violated, the four (4) factors that may be considered and
balanced are (i) the length of delay, (ii) the reasons for the delay, (iii) the
assertion or failure to assert such right by the accused, and (iv) the prejudice
caused by the delay.^^ Also on constitutional grounds, among other things.

Records, Vol. 2, Allcaway s Motion to Dismiss, p.l7 at par. 5 p. 19; emphasis in the original
Id,, p. 21

Id., Uy's Motion to Dismiss, p. 28 at 29
" Id., p. 31; emphasis in the original.

Id., p. 32
Id., p. 33

" Id., Uy's Motion to Dismiss, p. 34
See Dela Peha, et al., vs. Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 144542, June 29,2001, citing Alvizo v.

Sandiganbayan, 220 SCRA 55,63 [1993]; Dansal v. Fernandez, 327 SCRA145,153 [2000].
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accused Uy posits a violation of his right to due process and the right to be
informed of the nature and cause of the accusation against her due to lack of
notice of the filing and copy of the Information to her.

Accused Leticia Aliorde, pro se, also decries the fact that like accused
Uy, she had no notice from the Ombudsman that this case had been filed
against her, nor did she get a copy of the Information. She became aware of
the case when she received a copy of the Motion to Dismiss filed by her co-
accused Villafuerte. She adopts as her own, the same grounds invoked by
Villafuerte which involves the same set of facts with the same timeline on

the issue of 'inordinate delay' and "her case is intertwined with and grossly
related to the case of the other co-accused." For herself and in her own

words, she asserts that, "Inspite of the fact that herein Accused has asserted
her right to a speedy disposition of this case when she filed her counter-
affidavit and position paper and has repeated such assertion of right, the
Office of the Ombudsman did not recognize and respect such constitutional
right to the grave prejudice of herein Accused. The lingering delay of this
case has become malingering when in the various stages in the investigation
of this case by the Ombudsman there were unexplained gaps that went
beyond the ordinary process of investigation. The issues were not
complicated. More than a decade of ineptitude, lapses and action by the
Ombudsman are grossly inexcusable and gravely prejudicial to the herein
accused."^^ She intones the right to due process and the 'equal protection
clause' under the constitution.

The prosecution in its Consolidated Comment and/or Opposition
declares that it "vehemently opposes the instant motion[s]." They contend
that "[j jurisprudence recognizes that the right to speedy disposition of cases
is relative and flexible concept, and that the facts and circumstances peculiar
to each case must be examined. It is deemed violated only when the
proceedings are attended by vexatious, capricious and oppressive delays,"
citing Braza vs. Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 195032, February 20, 2013, 691
SCRA 471, 491. What is peculiar in Braza, however, as held by the Supreme
Court is: "The bare allegation that it took the OMB more than two
years to terminate the investigation and file the necessary information
would not suffice. (Citations omitted; emphasis supplied.)

In addition, the prosecution cites Caballero v^-. Alfonso, Jr., 237 Phil.
154, 163 (1987), in that "a simple mathematical computation of the time
involved in not enough. Surely, what the Constitution prohibits are
unreasonable, arbitrary and oppressive delays which render rights

„29 — - . - _ &■nugatory." Exhorting the Supreme Court's en banc decision in Dela Pena,
et al. V. Sandiganbayan, the prosecution quotes:

" Records, Vol. 2, U/s Motion to Dismiss, pp. 34-37
Id., Aiiorde's Motion to Dismiss, p. 43 at 48
Id., Consolidated Comment and/or Opposition, p. 108,109
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The right to 'speedy disposition of cases' is guaranteed by the
Constitution. Section 16 of Article III thereof provides: 'All persons shall
have the right to a speedy disposition of their cases before all judicial,
quasi-judicial or administrative bodies.' This right, however, like the right ®
to speedy trial, is deemed violated only when the proceedings are attended
by vexatious, capricious and oppressive delays.

The concept of speedy disposition is relative or flexible. A mere
mathematical reckoning of time involved is not sufficient. Particular
regard must be taken of the facts and circumstances peculiar to each case.
Hence, the doctrinal rule is that in the determination of whether that right
has been violated, the factors that may be considered and balanced are as
follows: (1) the length of delay; (2) the reason for the delay; (3) the
assertion or failure to assert by the accused; and (4) the prejudice caused
bythedelay.^®

It notes with same vigor, the pronouncement of the Supreme Court in
Guiani, et al vs. Sandiganbayan, et al., G.R. No. 146897-917, August 6,
2002, to wit:

In the application of the constitutional euarantv of the right to

speedv disposition of cases, particular regard must be taken of the facts
and circumstances peculiar to each case. Well-settled is the rule that the
right to a speedy disposition of cases, like the right to speedy trial, is
deemed violated only when the proceeding is attended by vexatious,
capricious, and oppressive delay. In the determination, whether or not that
right has been violated, the factors that mav be considered and balanced
are: the length of delav, the reasons for such delav. the assertion or failute
to assert such right bv the accused and the prejudice caused bv the delav.

XX XXX XXX

The right of an accused to a speedv trial is guaranteed to him hv
the Constitution but the same shall not be utilized to deprive the State of a
reasonable opportunitv of fairlv indicting criminals. While accused
persons do have rights, many of them choose to forget the aggrieved also
have rights. It secures right to a defendant but it does not preclude the
rights of public justice. A party's individual rights should not work against
and preclude the people's equally important right to public justice.^^

The prosecution clamors that, "In the interest of substantial justice, the
prosecution implores the kind indulgence of the Honorable Court to apply
the balancing test, and consider the circumstances surrounding the instant
case, in determining whether the delay can be considered vexatious,
capricious and oppressive." T^ey assert, among other things, that here, "the
period that lapsed in the preliminary investigation is fairly reasonable"^^;

an

Records, Vol. 2, p. 110
Id., p. Ill; underscoring in the original.
Id., par. 11, p. Ill
Id., par. 14, p. 114
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that the "[ci]elay], if any should be considered reasonable as it was brought
about by the need for a thorough investigation and review of voluminous
documents, coupled with the 'steady stream of cases' filed and the 'layers of
review' that such investigation has to go through, until the final review of
the Ombudsman"^"^; that "...for purposes of computing the length of delay,
the period for fact-fmding investigation should not be summed-up with the
period for preliminary investigation"^^; that "...while the accused-movants
mentioned of alleged prejudice, they failed to substantiate it as they could
not point any particular prejudice caused to them by the alleged delay"^^ and
"[cjonsidering the restrictive dimension of the right to speedy disposition of
cases, that is, it is lost unless seasonably invoked and a clear showing of
prejudice caused to the accused by reason of such delay, the instant cases
cannot be dismissed outright."^^

DISCUSSION AND RULING

Based on the peculiar facts and circumstances in this case, the Court
finds that the length of time consumed during the Ombudsman's conduct of
the fact-finding and preliminaiy investigations in this case is inexorably
inordinate, and the claims of the accused-movants herein are well-taken.

THE FOUR (4) FACTORS CONSIDERED

(1) As to the Length of Delav

There is no two ways about it — that by the Court's reckoning — the
time alone when accused were ordered to file their counter-affidavits on
January 4, 2012, until GIPO II Golangco issued her March 29, 2017
Resolution, by itself spans a period of four (4) years, two (2) months and
twenty-six (26) days. Add to that the extra forty-nine (49) days, or more than
a month and a half, before the same Resolution was signed/approved by
Ombudsman Morales on May 16,2017.

Ineluctably, accused-movants are all up in arms in what they branded
as the inordinate delay which mired the Ombudsman preliminary
investigation hereof and the deplorable fact that the alleged illegal
transaction in this case happened more than fourteen (14) years ago, i.e., in
year 2004. It is now axiomatic that "a simple mathematical computation
of time is not enough, but in this particular case, the sheer number of years
alone, figuratively, speaks volume. It is "inordinate," which simply means, it
exceeds reasonable limits.

Records, Vol. 2, par. 16, pp.114-
Id n 11fip. 116

Id., par. 29, p. 119
" Id., par. 31

115
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Section 4, Rule II - Procedure in Criminal Cases, Rules of Procedure
of the Office of the Ombudsman, mandates that, "The preliminary
investigation of cases falling under the jurisdiction of the Sandiganbavan
and Regional Trial Courts shall be conducted in the manner prescribed in
Section 3, Rule 112 fPreliminarv Investigationi of the Rules of
Court...." (Underscoring/emphasis supplied.) The Rules of Court, in turn,
provides:

SEC. 3. Procedure - The preliminary investigation shall be
conducted in the following manner:

XXX XXX XXX

(c) Within ten (10) days from receipt of the subpoena with the
complaint and supporting affidavits and documents, the respondent shall
submit his counter-affidavit and that of his witnesses and other supporting
documents relied upon for his defense. The counter-affidavits shall be
subscribed and sworn to and certified as provided in paragraph (a) of this
section, with copies thereof furnished by him to the complainant. The
respondent shall not be allowed to file a motion to dismiss in lieu of
counter-affidavit.

(d) If the respondent cannot be subpoenaed, or if subpoenaed, does
not submit counter-affidavits within the ten (10) day period, the
investigating officer shall resolve the complaint based on the evidence
presented by the complainant.

(e) The investigating officer may set a hearing if there are facts
and issues to be clarified form a party or a witness. The parties can be
present at the hearing but without the right to examine of cross-examine.
They may, however, submit to the investigating officer questions, which
may be asked to the party or witness concerned.

(f) Within ten (10) days after the investigation, the
investigating officer shall determine whether or not there is sufficient
ground to hold the respondent for trial.

The ten (lO)-day period prescribed in Sec. 3, Rule 112 of the Rules of
Court, should be the standard time, give or take a few weeks - even months,
within which cases for preliminary investigation should be resolved in the
Office of the Ombudsman. Hence, what is reasonable should be judged
within that time frame. Based on the timeline offered by the prosecution,
which jibes with the one offered by the accused, accused Villafuerte, Aliorde
and Uy submitted their couner-affidavits on May 14, 2012. Accused
Alicaway filed his on July 2, 2013. No hearing was held during preliminary
investigation. Instead, respondents were required to submit position papers.
The nominal complainant opted to adopt its complaint as its position paper.
As indicated on the prosecution's timeline, "the case was assigned to a
Special Panel on Fertilizer Fund Scam, for evaluation and
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recommendation" on August 5, 2013.^^ To note, it appears in the
Resolution of GIPO II Golangco, as member, that the said Special Panel
was created by virtue of Office Order No. 368, Series of 2016, or
approximately after three (3) years, more or less, from the time the case was
allegedly assigned to the panel for "evaluation and recommendation." The
Resolution finding probable cause against the accused and recommending
the filing of Information was issued on May 29, 2017. The delay subject
matter of this case - conservatively from August 5, 2013 to May 29, 2017
cannot, by any standard, be considered reasonable and is by any calculation
inordinate. If the fact-finding investigative period is to be reckoned with, the
inordinate delay will be more pronounced. To be sure, as held in Torres vs.
Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 221562, October 5, 2016, "...the speedy
disposition of cases covers not only the period within which the preliminary
investigation was conducted, but also all stages to which the accused is
subjected, even including fact-finding investigations conducted prior to the
preliminary investigation proper."

(2) As to the Reasons for the Delav

According to the prosecution, "It bears stressing that the Office of
the Ombudsman deals with numerous complaints of varying
complexities. Some cases are more complex and involved voluminous
records that would require more time to resolve, like the instant case.''^^

In its Case Background/Discussion, the Field Investigation Office
(FIO)-The Task Force Abono, 0MB, as nominal complainant, did not mince
words when it declared that "[t]his complaint is anchored on the following
sets of facts and circumstances from the documents gathered by the
'Task Force Abono."

In her Resolution, GIPO II Golangco synthesized complainant's
allegations, as follows: ' respondents [accused herein] conspired to defraud
the government by using the transferred amount of PhP5,000,000.00 to
purchase 7,142 one liter bottles of Hexaplus Liquid Fertilizer (Hexaplus) at
PhP700.00 per bottle from Hexaphil, where respondent Rivera is the
President, without conducting public bidding as required by R.A. No. 9184;
Hexaphil is neither a duly registered corporation nor a registered fertilizer
supplier with the Fertilizer and Pesticide Authority (FPA); the purchase
price of Hexaplus is more than the retail price of other liquid fertilizers
bearing the same chemical contents; respondents manipulated the purchase
of Hexaplus because the dates of the Purchase Request (PR), Purchase Order
(PC), Disbursement Voucher (DV); Sales Invoice (SI), Delivery Receipt
(DR), and Acceptance and Inspection Report (AIR) fell on the same date or
on 23 April 2004, hence, it is apparent that the transaction was completed in

^ Records, Vol. 2, Consolidated Comment and/or Opposition, p. 112
" Id., Consolidated Comment, par. 15, p. 114; emphasis supplied.
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just one day; all of the fertilizers were delivered and received by the
province prior to the preparation and approval of PR; and the purchase of
Hexaplus was made in violation of Section 18 of R.A. No. 9184."'^®

Hence, the Inforrnation'^' in this case reads in full:

On 23 April 2004, or sometime prior or subsequent thereto, in the
Province of Camarines Sur, Philippines, and within this Honorable Court's
jurisdiction, accused public officers LUIS R. VILLAFUERTE SR.
(Villalfuerte), the then Governor of the Province of Camarines Sur;
LETICIA L. ALIORDE (Aliorde), Provincial Accountant; MARIO T.
ALICAWAY (Aicaway), then Officer-In-Charge, Provincial Treasurer;
JENNIFER B. UY fOy)? then Assistant Provincial Agriculturist, all of the
Province of Camarines Sur, and HECTOR MANISCAN SALES (Sales),
then Officer-In-Charge, Regional Executive Director, Department of
Agriculture-Regional Field Unit V, while in the performance of their
official functions and conspiring with one another and with private
individuals ALEX RIVERA (Rivera) and VICTORIA R. AJERO (Ajero);
acting with manifest partiality, and/or gross inexcusable negligence, or
evident bad faith, did there and then willfully, unlawfully and criminally
give Hexaphil Agriventures Inc. (Hexaphil) and/or accused Rivera and
Ajero unwarranted benefits, advantage and preference by purchasing
7,142 bottles of Hexaplus Liquid Fertilizer (N-P2O5-K2) at P700.00 per
bottle in the total amount of P5,000,000.00 without public bidding or
justification for the resort to direct contracting mode of procurement when
accused:

a.) Sales, indorsed Hexaphil, a company without legal
personality, as supplier to the province;

b.). Villfuerte approved the procurement; and together with
c.) Aliorde, Uy and Alicaway, approved the payment of the

7,142 bottles of Hexaplus to Hexaphil by signing the
Disbursement Vouchers for the payment of the 7,142 bottles
of Hexaplus to Hexaphil, wiAout accused provincial
government officer and employees having carefully
examined and verified the supporting documents of the
transaction such as the lack of bidding documents or
justification for the resort to direct contracting mode of
procurement; the Purchase Request that specifically indicated
the brand Hexaplus despite the availability of several brands
of liquid fertilizers with the same chemical composition as
Hexaplus; the Disbursement Vouchers as well as the
Purchase Order, Sales Invoice, Delivery Receipt and
Acceptance and Inspection Report were all dated 23 April
2004, showing that the transaction was completed all in one
day, and all the fertilizers were delivered and received by the
province prior to the approval of the Purchase Request.

d.) Rivera and Ajero, acting for and in behalf of Hexaphil,
received the payment for the liquid fertilizers

40

41

Records, Vol. 1, Resolution, pp. 11-12
Id., pp. 2-3
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to the prejudice of the government.

CONTRARY TO LAW.

Quezon City, Philippines, 01 December 2017.

There may be various documents involved, such as the Purchase
Request (PR), Purchase Order (PC), Disbursement Voucher (DV); Sales
Invoice (SI), Delivery Receipt (DR), and Acceptance and Inspection Report
(AIR), but they cannot be considered numerous, much less voluminous.
What complex issues were there, outside of the "negative" allegations of fact
that there was no public bidding or "justification for the resort to direct
contracting mode of procurement", for purposes of finding probable cause in
this case? Did it require such an inordinate amount of time to just verify the
signatures of the accused on the various documents involved?

Based on what appears to be a thorough fact-finding investigation and
the Complaint cum detailed report of the FIO, there were no other material
facts or circumstances as to warrant the delay in the preliminary
investigation of this case.

(3) As to the Assertion or Failure to Assert
the Right to Soeedv Disposition

The prosecution claims that, "The matter could have taken a different
dimension if during the preliminary investigation, accused-movants showed
signs of asserting their right to a speedy disposition of their cases to show
that they were not waiving that right. Their silence may, therefore be
interpreted as a waiver of such right," citing ''Dela Pena and Benigno,'' 360
SCRA 478, 2001.^^

It is regrettable, but the Court finds such claim of the prosecution as
preposterous and totally misleading.

To put this issue to rest, suffice it to quote the statement of accused
Villafuerte in his Counter-Affidavit, filed with and received by the
Ombudsman as early as May 14, 2012 and forms as an integral part of the
subject Resolution in this case, to wit:

The submission of the herein COUNTER-AFFIDAVIT is in
compliance mih the ORDER dated January 4, 2012. on OMB-CA-11-
0797-L (Administrative Complaint) and ORDER in OMB-C-C-ll-0794-L
(Criminal Complaint) also dated January 4, 2012. the copy of said
COMPLAINT with the accompanying ORDERS both dated January 4,
2012 were received by the herein respondent LUIS R. VILLAFUERTE on

42Specifically, the case is Deia Pena vs. Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 144542, June 29, 2001.

J
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May 4, 2012. which ORDERS directed herein respondent to file within a
period of ten (10) days firom receipt of said Complaint his COUNTER-
AFFIDAVIT (on or before Monday, May 14, 2012. Hence, this
compliance.

It is hereby emphasized that the COMPLAINT subject of this

COUNTER-AFFIDAVIT has been filed after an imdue and inordinate

delay of more than eight fS') years firom the occurrence of the alleged
offenses charged in the COMPLAINT, the allegations of which that
impute alleged commission of offenses are hereby specifically denied and
disputed as without legal basis and without merit, as hereunder
explained."*^

XXX XXX XXX

This shows accused Villafuerte wasted no time to assert his
constitutional right to speedy disposition of cases. Clearly, as of the filing of
accused Villafuerte's counter-affidavit, i.e., iBrom the "get go" (so to speak),
the Ombudsman should have been mindful of the inordinate delay that
already marred the Task Force Abono-FIO fact-finding investigation
involved in this case. On the face of Villafuerte's counter-affidavit, the
accused had explicitly espoused against an alleged delay of "more than eight
(8) years" which the Ombudsman apparently had simply ignored. It was
alarming because that alone should have alerted the Ombudsman to act with
dispatch in its preliminary investigation to obviate any further delay.

(4) As to the Prejudice Caused bv the Delav

The prosecution is unrelenting in its Comment and/or Opposition, as it
contends that "[it] must be pointed out that while the accused-movants
mentioned of alleged prejudice, they failed to substantiate it as they could
not point to any particular prejudice caused to them by the alleged delay. It

not shown that they have been subjected to oppressive pre-trial
incarceration."^ Thus, in the prosecution's view, the accused cannot claim
'prejudice,' meaning "detriment to one's rights or claims,""^^ short of "pre-
trial incarceration. At issue in this case is the inordinate time it took the
(Dmbudsman to find probable cause in its determination thereof, not a
situation where there may be already a case pending and the accused
arrested and incarcerated while case is pending, either for failure to post bail
bond or case is non-bailable.

Akin to the right to speedy trial,^^ "such prejudice is not confined to
merely an impairment of the defense but includes ̂ y threat to what has
been termed an accused's significant stakes, psychological, physical and

Records, Vol. 1, p. 162, forming part of the OMB Task Force Abono-FIO Resolution, dated March 29,
2017, In OMB-C-C-ll-0794-L

^ Id., Vol. 2, Consolidated Comment and/or Opposition, par. 29, p. 119
Webster's All-ln-One Dictionary & Thesaurus (2008 ed.)
Coscolluella vs. Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. G.R. No. 191411, July 15, 2013,701SCRA188,199
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financiaL in the prompt termination of a proceeding which may ultimately
deprive him of life, liberty or property."'*^

Per accused Villafuerte in his Motion to Dismiss:

Since the acts complained of occurred in April/May 2004 or
FOURTEEN (14) years ago, the ability of herein Respondent/Accused to
provide for his defense has seriously been impaired to his grave prejudice.
Most of the records are no longer with the Provincial Government, the
trust funds used having been duly and fully liquidated with the Dept. of
Agriculture with their supporting documents; The witnesses have long .
been gone from the Provincial Government and their ability to recall
accurately the events of the distant past may have already been curtailed.

Herein Respondent/Accused ceased to be Governor of the Province
of Camarines Norte since 01 July 2004 and even his Co-respondents in the
case have either retired or resigned from government service and the only
Remaining respondent, the Provincial Chief Accountant, is due to retire
soon.

In 2004 when the acts complained of allegedly occurred, herein
Accused/Respondent Villafuerte, Sr. was only 68 years abd 8 months old.
Now in this month of May 2018 - he is already 82 years old and 7 months
and shall become 83 years old on August 29, 2018. One can easily
perceive the distress, the embarrassment, the harassment and oppression
that hereby Accused has suffered and will continue to suffer by the
protracted delay in the disposition of this case."^^

With respect to accused Jennifer B. Uy, she claims that since "the
transactions complained of occurred in April/May 2004 or more than
fourteen (14) years ago, it has become very difficult to trace all the
documents in this case, witnesses may already be hard put to recall the
relevant dates and incidents involved, to the prejudice of herein accused.""^^
She laments that she "has long been separated from the provincial
government having resigned therefrom since January 25, 2011 or more than
seven (7) years ago. She has been put in a tactical disadvantage in preparing
of her defense. The years of waiting inspite of (accused's) assertion of her
right to a speedy disposition of this case has unjustly and oppressively
caused impairment of her ability to defend herself, and it prevented her to
concentrate on her work in the private sector. The drain in her already
limited resources has become worrisome. Worse of all, the continuing
tension and anxiety in the lingering delay in this case is not only vexatious
but very oppressive and seriously prejudicial to herein accused."^®

Accused Alicaway, in his own words claims, "[T]he acts of the
Ombudsman[,] violative of the Accused's right has caused mental anxiety

Black's Law Dictionary (6*^ ed.); underscoring supplied.
Records, Vol. 1, p. 304-305
Id., Vol. 2, p. 33
Id., pp. 33-34; emphasis omitted.
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not only to himself but also of his family. The burden of fending a criminal
case for so very long a time which contributed to so many sleepless nights
and emotional anguish has prejudiced the accused and his family. Herein
accused Alicaway has been retired from the service since April 2, 2010 or
more than eight (8) years, and his ability to retrieve records and to call upon
witnesses have been impaired. In the prolonged period of time that this case
has to wait from the time that it has to proceed had affected the accused
financially and also emotional and psychological difficulties. His freedom to
travel has been curtailed..

Accused Leticia L. Aliorde also for herself {pro se) complains that,
"...[T]he Ombudsman in prolonging this case and not acting on it with
promptitude has made the conduct of this case very capricious. And this case
has also become very oppressive to the herein Accused because of the
emotional, mental and economic drain that this case has caused upon the
herein Accused. The distress, anxiety and tension that this case has burdened
the herein Accused in very exasperating manner."^^ More so, "Inspite of the
fact that herein Accused has asserted her right to a speedy disposition of this
case when she filed her counter-affidavit and position paper and has repeated
such assertion of right, the Office of the Ombudsman did not recognize and
respect such constitutional right to the grave prejudice of herein Accused.
The lingering delay of this case had become malingering when in the various
stages in the investigation of this case by the Office of the Ombudsman there
were unexplained gaps that went beyond the ordinary process of
investigation. The issues were not complicated. More than a decade of
ineptitude, lapses and inaction by the Ombudsman are grossly inexcusable
and gravely prejudicial to the herein Accused."^^

The Court finds that the length of time that the preliminary
investigation in this case had dragged on with the Ombudsman has caused
immeasurable and irreparable prejudice to the herein accused and, thus,
infringed on their right to speedy disposition of cases guaranteed under the
Constitution, viz., "All persons shall have the right to a speedy disposition of
their cases before all judicial, quasi-judicial, or administrative bodies."^"*

Finally, the prosecution argues that "[t]he right of the accused to a
speedy trial is guaranteed to him by the Constitution but the same shall not
be utilized to deprive the State of a reasonable opportunity of fairly indicting
the criminals. While accused persons have rights, many of them choose to
forget that the aggrieved also have the same rights. It secures rights to a
defendant but it does not preclude the rights of public justice. A party's
individual right should not work against and preclude the people's equally

" Records, Vol. 2, p. 21
" Id., p. 48
^^Id.
^ Section 16, Article Ill-Bill of Rights, 1987 Constitution
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important right to public justice," quoting from the case of Guiani vs.
Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 146897-917, August 6, 2002. First, strictly
speaking, Guiani involves the right to speedv trial, not speedy disposition of
cases. The former refers to criminal prosecution at trial stage, while the latter
applies to all cases before judicial, quasi-judicial or administrative cases, and
broadly encompasses all phases of the proceedings.^^ Second, in the present
case, the State had not been deprived of a "reasonable opportunity" to indict.
Rather, the State, or the 0MB prosecutors in particular, inexplicably dragged
their feet during preliminary investigation. Hiird, as found by the Court in
GuianU "The records of this case show that petitioners raised their
objections to perceived delay in the resolution of the complaints against
them on September 27, 1999, when they filed their Omnibus Motion with
the Sandiganbayan. It would appear, therefore, that petitioners impliedly
acquiesced in the delay in the proceedings." The same cannot be said of
what occurred in the instant case. And, fourth, as stressed by the Supreme
Court in Allado V5. Diokno^^ "...[I]n the, hierarchy of rights, the Bill of
Rights takes precedence over the right of the State to prosecute and when
weighed against each other, the scales of justice tilt towards the former."

The cardinal precept is that where there is a violation of basic
constitutional rights, courts are ousted of their jurisdiction. In this case,
there is a palpable violation by the Ombudsman of the accused's right to
speedy disposition of cases. By parity of reasoning, the Ombudsman should
be deemed to have been already ousted of its jurisdiction as at the time the
case was filed with the Court. The Court notes the Reply filed by Atty.
Eljayjose M. Barrameda, as counsel for accused Uy, Alicaway and Aliorde.
The Court notes as well that, except for accused Uy, said counsel has not
filed a formal appearance on behalf of the other accused mentioned.

WHEREFORE, premises considered, the Motions to Dismiss filed by
accused Villaflzerte, Alicaway, Uy and Aliorde are GRANTED, and the
case against them is hereby ordered DISMISSED. The hold departure order
against them is hereby ordered lifted and vacated.

SO ORDERED.

I^AFAEL R. LAGOS
Associate Justice

yi_ Chairperson

JI J^ ffl iftl/l 1 fll fj
MARIA T^pM^p«END^^-ARCEGA MARYANN EicofepuS-MASALAC

l^ssjjoime Justice H Associate Justice

55 • •See Suarez, Rolando A., Principles, Cases and Comments in Constitutional Law II (2012), p. 275
232 SCRA 210

" See People vs. Bocar, G.R. No. L-27935, August 16,1985,138 SCRA 116,171.


